PORT OF BENTON
COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES

ORIGINAL

MAY 12, 2021

A. CALL TO ORDER: The regular monthly meeting was called to order at 8:31 a.m. at Port of Benton
Commission Meeting Room, 3250 Port of Benton Boulevard, Richland, Washington.

PRESENT: Commissioner Roy D. Keck (via remote telecommunications), Commissioner Robert D.
Larson (via remote telecommunications), Commissioner Jane F. Hagarty. Executive Director, Diahann
Howard, PPM®, Attorney, David Billetdeaux (via remote telecommunications); Director
of Economic Development and Governmental Affairs, Miles Thomas (via
remote telecommunications); Executive Administrator, Summers Miya (via
remote telecommunications); Director of Real Estate, Teresa Hancock (via remote telecommunications);
Director of Marketing, Wally Williams (via remote telecommunications); Contract Specialist, Sheri Collins
(via remote telecommunications); Director of Facilities & Operations, Ron Branine (via remote
telecommunications); Director of Special Projects, John Haakenson (via remote telecommunications);
Director of Airports, Joe Walker (via remote telecommunications); Director of Finance/CPA, Danielle
Connor (via remote telecommunications); JUB Engineers, Ben Hoppe (via remote telecommunications);
Wendy Culverwell, Tri-Cities Area Journal of Business; (via remote telecommunications); Roger Wright,
RGW Enterprises (via remote telecommunications), Bryan Condon, Century West Engineering (via
remote telecommunications); Clint Wilson, Shannon & Wilson (via remote telecommunications)
The Commission Meeting was conducted using the CDC (Centers for
Disease Control) recommended social distancing protocols for COVID-19 with Commissioners meeting
in-person and remotely; public attending remotely and Port staff members participating in-person
or remotely, and said meeting was noticed as required by RCW 42.30.070.
Commissioner Hagarty noted that she would read action items aloud alphabetically by last name
and asked that each commissioner signify their vote by announcing 'Yes' or 'No' aloud. Further, when
a Commissioner wishes to speak, the name of the Commissioner will be announced for those using
remote telecommunications.

B. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Commissioner Roy Keck led those present in reciting the Pledge
of Allegiance.

C. CONSENT AGENDA:
A motion was made by Commissioner Robert Larson, seconded by Commissioner Roy Keck and
unanimously passed by the Commission approving the April 21, 2021 Commission
Meeting Minutes, and approval of vouchers and certifications, including payroll, for the month
of April totaling $482,451.06.

D. PUBLIC COMMENT:
There were no comments from the public.
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E. ITEMS OF BUSINESS:
1. Approval of Contract for Fermi Ave. Widening Project:

Engineer Roger Wright stated that the Port has issued a call for bids for the widening of Fermi
Avenue, between Curie Street and the south end of the Richland Innovation Center. Wright reminded
the Commission that the funding for this project is coming from a portion of the Rural County Capital
Funds (.09 money).
Wright added that the work consists of widening the roadway to 34 feet, installing curbs, gutters
and sidewalk, installing streetlights and providing additional electrical along the roadway, in addition to
miscellaneous landscaping and irrigation improvements.
Wright stated that calls for bids were advertised in the Tri-City Herald and bids were received on
Tuesday, May 11, 2021 at 2 p.m. Pacific time. Wright noted that the Port received two bids for this
work, including Inland Asphalt and Central Washington Asphalt. Wright added that Inland Asphalt's
total bid was $711,445.39 and Central Washington Asphalt's bid was $755,094.71 and that both
companies are more than qualified to complete this work, but Inland Asphalt provided the lowest
responsive bid.
Wright recommended to the Commission that Inland Asphalt be found to be the lowest
responsive bidder and authorize the Executive Director to execute a contract for the widening of Fermi
Avenue for a cost, including sales tax, of $711.445.39. Wright recommended the motion also to
authorize the Executive Director to approve up to an additional 5% ($35,572) of the cost of the work for
change orders, should they occur.
A motion was made by Commissioner Robert Larson, seconded by Commissioner Roy Keck and
unanimously passed by the Commission approving the contract for the Fermi Ave. Widening Project
for a cost, including sales tax, of $711,445.39, and up to an additional 5%, ($35,572) of the cost of the
work for change orders, should they occur.
2. Approval of 5-year Postage Machine Lease:

Port Attorney, David Billetdeaux clarified that a motion was requested per the delegation of
authority to the Executive Director because the postage machine contract was for a term of 5 years or
longer.
A motion was made by Commissioner Robert Larson, seconded by Commissioner Roy Keck and
unanimously passed by the Commission approving the 5-year postage machine lease.
3. Resolution 21-15, A Resolution of the Port of Benton to Authorize the Executive Director to
Execute and Submit a Grant Application to the U.S. Department of the Interior for Crow Butte Park:

Director of Economic Development & Governmental Affairs, Miles Thomas explained that
Resolution 21-15 seeks authorization for the Executive Director to enter into the grant application to
obtain improvements at Crow Butte Park. Thomas stated that he has been working with Grant Writer,
Megan Hoak of Calyx Development Services on the application, which includes ADA improvements along
the trail, in the day use area as well as the accessible equipment in the restrooms.
Thomas explained that the Port would like to offer a match using capital funds, which will make
the grant more competitive in this third cycle of the application process. Thomas added that the
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maximum request would be $250k. Thomas stated that he needs a nod from the Commission in order to
move forward with the application.
Commissioner Hagarty inquired on whether or not the grant funding included improved ADA
accessibilities near the boat ramp and fish-cleaning station. Thomas explained that the grant may
include the restroom near the boat launch, as well as improvements to campsites and will assess
whether other improvements are eligible.
A motion was made by Commissioner Roy Keck, seconded by Commissioner Robert
Larson and unanimously passed by the Commission approving Resolution 21-15, authorizing the
Executive Director to execute and submit a grant application to the U.S. Department of the Interior for
Crow Butte Park.
F. INFORMATION REPORTS:
1. Grants Update:

Executive Director, Diahann Howard stated that the Port was unsuccessful on recent state
transportation requests, adding that the requests were dropped in the final hours of the legislative
session.
Director of Economic Development & Governmental Affairs, Miles Thomas added that the North
Richland Development Building will be split into two separate federal asks, with the first being the
Hanford History Project and B Reactor Tour Headquarters and the second, the Innovation & Commercial
Center.
Thomas added that the North Horn Rapids item has fallen off of the update list because the City
of Richland is taking lead with the Port providing a Letter of Support.
Commissioners Hagarty and Larson complimented the work devoted to grants.
2. Infrastructure Update:

Engineer Roger Wright of RGW Enterprises provided an update on the ports rail, including
estimated maintenance costs by year. These project costs and anticipated completion year were for
budgetary purposes only.
Wright went down the project list, starting with the Switch and Frog repair. Wright explained
that the location of where two tracks come together includes a switch and a frog (cross over track) and
the work for these locations was in need of immediate repairs. Wright added that there will be
continued switch and frog repair in 2022.
Wright stated that when the derailment incident took place in 2020, BNSF drove their cranes
across Port tracks, which resulted in damage and the need of replacement to approximately 500 ties in
addition to repair of the embankment erosion. Wright stated that this repair is slated for 2021.
Also in 2021, Wright added that the repair of shims on the Columbia Park Trail bridge will take
place, with West Rail and MR Hughes covering most of the cost.
Wright provided an update on the rail crossing items, stating that there is the need for replacing
crossing panels at 5 locations. These locations need to have the rail/road crossing panels replaced with
concrete. Wright continued with a 2023 project to replace crossties, stating that the Port's system has
approximately 36,000 ties in the main track and an additional 13,000 ties in sidings and spurs. Wright
added that ties are estimated to have a 35 -40 -year life and there are currently 16,200 failed ties and
an additional 16,000 expected to fail in the next tie cycle (7 years). Wright estimates that less than
2,000 ties have been replaced by general maintenance in the last 23 years. The Port has replaced
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approximately 4,000 ties in repair projects.
Wright provided an update on the Wye, which is the most significant part of the track, as this is
where the locomotives are able to run around the cars to get to the other end of the train. Wright
recommended that the Wye track be replaced with 136 lb rail due to the significant number of trains
using the Wye, including the replacement of the switches and frogs in the Wye. Wright stated that this is
a critical project.
Wright stated that most of the Port's system is made up of 90 lb rail which is starting to wear
out and over the next several years should be replaced with 115 lb rail.
Wright wrapped up the update with projects that should be considered routine maintenance
and items that are completed every year. Wright stated that the first 5 projects highlighted should be
considered priority and the completion of them will put the Port in a good position this year and will
also tee up grant opportunities in the future. Wright stressed that these projects cannot be put off any
longer, as the Port rail is one of the most heavily travelled industrial track in the state.
Commissioner Keck sought clarification on what was budgeted for 2021. Executive Director
Diahann Howard stated that the Port budgeted $600k, but has since added $50k.
Wright clarified that $50k will cover the cost of the Van Giesen crossing design.
Commissioner Keck inquired if any of the funds put into the rail could be recouped from the
Port's tenant. Port Attorney David Billetdeaux stated that most of the rail projects discussed over the
past few months are not Port obligations, but that the Port is being forced to step in due to lack of
maintenance by TCRY. This includes the current Switch and Frogs repair project. Billetdeaux stated that
TCRY has refused to perform the work to maintain the track, which does not line up with what the lease
states. Billetdeaux clarified that none of the issues Wright covered today would be needed today if
routine maintenance would have been performed.
Billetdeaux stated that the Port has received word that the "black box" data from the BNSF
derailment will be provided to the Port after a subpoena for that data was provided to BNSF. The data,
and any video footage it contains, may help determine who was at fault.
Commissioner Keck stated that if the current lessee had performed routine maintenance, we
would not be having this discussion.

3. Marketing & Communications Update:

Director of Economic Development & Governmental Affairs, Miles Thomas provided a
Marketing & Communications update, taking the time to recognize Underground Creative for their work
on the website. Thomas provided a screenshare preview of the new DiscoverRichland.com website and
highlighted its capabilities, pointing out that the site is still in a developmental stage, but he is happy
with the direction of the homepage at this point.
Thomas stated that the Port will be in the "Port Focus" category of Site Selector magazine with a
Washington focused edition and added that this publication is distributed to Ports around the United
States. Thomas added that a lot oftraffic is seen from Site Selector, including international markets and
businesses from California, as well as Washington.
Thomas provided a Communications & Outreach update and noted that the strategic document
has been updated with a recommended schedule and has also broken items out in more detail.
Thomas added that the team has determined to take a different approach with Vintners Village
and is committed to promoting Vintners Village as a destination, as a tourist destination will aid in future
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sales of the area and be an attractive location for potential future tenants and the effort will aid in
rebuilding a presence in the wine industry.
Thomas added that in recent industry meetings, he has learned that the wine industry will likely
come back in phases and it will be up to six years until things will return to how things were pre-COVID.
Thomas noted that Executive Administrator, Summers Miya has been assisting with social media
posts for the Port, Crow Butte, Vintners and the Research District, which has upped the engagement
levels for the Port's social platforms.
Thomas agreed to share the document with the Commission once completed.

G. COMMISSIONER REPORTS/COMMENTS:
Commissioner Keck announced that he has continued to attend all virtual meetings, including
the Regional Chamber's State of the Counties virtual luncheon. Commissioner Keck added that he also
attended the Prosser Community Assessment, PEDA's annual meeting, PNWA, WPPA events and now
sits on TRI DEC's Executive Board. Commissioner Keck added that he has been actively watching Coffee
with Karl, who covers a broad range of subjects and added that he looks forward to in-person meetings.
Commissioner Larson stated he enjoys attending the Richland Rotary meetings from home and
the Zoom format. Commissioner Larson announced that he has not been out of the Tri-Cities in over a
year, but recently traveled to Walla Walla for lunch and will also soon be equipped with new hearing
equipment.
Commissioner Larson stated that he looks forward to attending the APP annual conference in
San Diego in the fall.
Commissioner Hagarty seconded Commissioner Keck's comments about Zoom meetings and
stated that she feels there are far more meetings now than there were before C0VID-19. Commissioner
Hagarty complimented TRIDEC's Coffee with Karl series and stated that she hopes it continues postpandemic, as she has learned so much through the information provided in Coffee with Karl.
Commissioner Hagarty stated that PEDA's Executive Director is currently taking Main Street
Demographic classes, which will greatly assist in his role.
Commissioner Hagarty announced that the Viking Housing developer will be coming taking place
in phases over the next 5 years and is slated to bring 260 homes to the Prosser community and Titan
Development also plans to bring 4 phases of homes to the community. Commissioner Hagarty stated
that these developments will be a huge asset for Prosser, as there are currently only four homes on the
market!
Commissioner Hagarty was pleased to report that the high school will be holding an outdoor,
ticketed graduation event.
Commissioner Hagarty stated that the Prosser Chamber of Commerce is in the process of
applying for Department of Commerce grants to help make up for events that they could not have in
2020, due to the pandemic and should know by the end of the month. Commissioner Hagarty added
that the Chamber is also applying for a National Historic grant for the Depot Building, as the deck is 15
years old and they are in need of a new one, or significant repair to the existing one. Commissioner
Hagarty added that they are considering relocating the entrance to the building to face the street, which
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may affect the freight doors.
Commissioner Hagarty stated that the recent WPPA Roundtable with the State Auditor was very
informative.

H. DIRECTOR REPORTS/COMMENTS:
1. AIRPORTS:

Director of Airports, Joe Walker thanked Devin Alder of Sundance Aviation who assisted over
the weekend with an incident at the Richland Airport. Walker explained that a private pilot came close
to losing a tire, which resulted in the temporary closing of the runway. Walker stated that Alder, with
the help of other tenants, assisted the pilot with the removal of the aircraft and that unfortunately, the
situation was a perfect storm of events that exposed several areas that need improved upon. Walker
stressed that the most important aspect is, no one was injured as a result of this incident.
Walker highlighted the following steps to remedy any possibility of a similar situation occurring
in the future:
•

Additional training for Port staff on response to airport emergencies. Training on issuance
of NOTAMs, proper notifications, and additional resources available.

•

Revising of the Airport Emergency Plan to be more effective across all types of accidents,
incidents, and mishaps, large or small.

•

Exploring the use of existing vendors to assist with aircraft removal when needed.

•

Purchase of a small aircraft tug or equipment to assist in removal of disabled aircraft.

Walker thanked Ron Branine, Dan Davis and Devin Alder again for their assistance and ability to
step up to assist during this situation.
Walker provided an update on the Richland Airport Master Plan, stating that the preferred
alternative has been revised based on the feedback provided. Walker stated that tenants that are in
affected areas to be redeveloped, expressed opposition to removal of hangars and it has been explained
to them that the plan does not mean there are hangars being removed right away and the plan also calls
for additional areas of growth that would allow for relocation of any lost capacity. Walker added that
the Port will include the comments received in the Master Plan and stated that overall, the feedback
was very supportive of the plan and tenants are very happy to see continued growth and the potential
for future projects.
Walker noted that CRRSA grants were awarded for both Richland and Prosser Airports. Walker clarified
that this is one time grant award requires no match money similar to the CARES act funding received in
2020.
Walker announced that the Prosser Airport continues to remove wildlife as issues arise. Walker
stated that they have received a FOD Razor, which is a devise that works like a street sweeper on the
airport, removing foreign object debris (FOD) from the pavement.
2. FACILITIES & OPERATIONS:

Director of Facilities Ron Branine announced that the 2345 lighting project is still in the waiting
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stage for all materials to arrive and this project will last up to six weeks and will cover every light fixture
in the building and provide a 4.1 year return on investment.
Branine stated that the 2345 carpet replacement project started last week and is going well and
quickly, as a third of the project has been completed as of today. Branine provided images of the new
carpet and reminded the Commission that over 16k square feet of carpet will be replaced in all common
hallways, as well as the southeast corner of the offices on the 2nd floor.

Branine provided an update on the pavement maintenance project, stating that JUB will be
putting out a second bid solicitation for the extra work the Port is able to do this year and he hopes to
have an opening on May 27 th with a Notice to Proceed at the June meeting. Branine reminded the
commission that this addition was already within the approved 2021 pavement maintenance budget
and will almost catch the Port up on the multi-year backlog in pavement maintenance.
Branine continued with an update on two smaller LED upgrades, one being at Sundance Aviation
and another at 219 Nunn Rd. in Prosser, which is another hangar the Port is looking into re-leasing.
Branine added that these lighting upgrades will provide a 2-year return on investment.
Branine stated that the Facilities team will be replacing an AC unit at Total Site Services on Salk
and since the work will be done in house by the Port's Certified HVAC Technician, Ed Stearns. Branine
stated that Stearns recently replaced the unit at 2700 Salk and ultimately saved the Port over $Skin
labor.
Branine announced that his team has been working to find a solution to a multi-year problem at
the Wine and Food Park building that potentially involves sewer gas in two of the spaces there. Branine
believes that they have found the problem and are fast approaching a solution.
Branine provided a screen image of a rendering of the 3100 George Washington Way building
featuring its future facelift. Branine thanked Director of Marketing, Wally Williams for the rendering and
looks forward to the project.
Branine noted that the facilities team is working on a lot of site cleanup, with much more to do
and was pleased to read a public comment received about Facilities team members Robert Jackson and
Trevor Thompson: "Best kept secret in Prosser! Good job to both of them and all the Facilities team for
everything that they do!" Branine clarified that the comment was regarding the maintenance of ground
at Prosser Wine & Food Park facilities.

3. SPECIAL PROJECTS:
Director of Special Projects, John Haakenson stated that Crow Butte continues to experience
issues, noting that he has leased a generator that will allow for irrigation to the park until word is
received from the Army Corp to move forward with the repair. Haakenson stated that they have placed
the generator 200-300ft away from the pump and have not received any noise complaints.
Haakenson added that there was a small fire the previous week due to embers from fire pit
cleaning and he is working with Dan Davis on proper barrels for hot embers.
Haakenson stated that he continues to work on the sewer issues that are constantly plaguing
the park and has recently uncovered a second chamber after finding a buried lid that was not noted on
any of the plans. Haakenson stated that they have pulled the lid and uncovered years of root growth,
which they will work to clear out with Mr. Rooter. Haakenson added that now that they are aware of
the chamber, they can add to the routine and preventative maintenance schedule.
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Haakenson noted that they lost camp hosts over the weekend and he is working to find a
replacements.
4. REAL ESTATE:

Director of Real Estate, Teresa Hancock announced that she has been working with Bill Smoot, a
resident of Benton City and business owner of Pepper Preppers Hot Sauce Manufacturing and CoPacking to possibly purchase the 713 9th St. location in Benton City. Hancock stated that Mr. Smoot is
interested in purchasing versus lease with the capital investment for a commercial kitchen designated
for entrepreneurs. Hancock stated that Mr. Smoot's business was formerly housed in the Pasco
Specialty Kitchen.
Hancock added that they are moving forward with construction estimates and feasibility for
lending and operation success and Mr. Smoot is working on a business plan, certificate of formation
along with a budget and marketing collateral.
Hancock thanked Director of Economic Development & Governmental Affairs, Miles Thomas for
providing economic development contacts for possible grant opportunities for the business.
Hancock explained that Pepper Preppers Hot Sauce currently manufactures seven sauces and
the products can be found on store shelves at Knutzen's Meat, Tailwood Concessions (Tri-Cities Airport),
Ranch & Home Kennewick in addition to many out of area vendors and Mr. Smoot is hopeful to move
forward in this new location.
Hancock provided an update on the 721 9th St. location in Benton City, which the sale was
approved at the last Commission meeting to Luis and Gabriela Ruiz of Benton City for the use of L&G
Salon.
Hancock stated that the sale continues to move forward, but there has been a change in the
lender and for the time being, the tenants are paying market rent and are extremely happy with the
lighting, location and are looking forward to owning the property, as they have big plans to creating
their own "sense of place".
Hancock provided an outlook on available property marketing, stating that COVID-19 continues
to be an ongoing concern and fortunate for many of our tasting rooms and restaurant tenants, outdoor
seating provides some relief to the occupancy, as dictated in Proclamation 20.25.8.
Hancock added that in addition to the Port's web and social media program, LoopNet/CoStar is
used to market properties whereas licensed brokers or paid private subscriptions have direct access and
has been utilized to fill vacant space over the years quite effectively. During the website upgrade
transition, the Port subscription became temporarily discontinued, but has since been reactivated.
Hancock provided a screen share to highlight the current Port listings as shown on LoopNet and activity
in a short amount of time. Hancock pointed out the metrics have been quite good in the short time the
listings have been back online. Hancock highlighted the Vintners Village listings, which have received
1,500 hits in the last few weeks.
Hancock noted that recent calls and showings have been focused on industrial property,
primarily land and buildings, and commercial office remains a struggle in North Richland. Hancock
added that the partial closure and remote work of the lab, contractors and closed restaurants do prove
challenging, as office opportunities open within city centers. Hancock added that Port staff continue to
coordinate new opportunities, transitional occupancy and relocations.
5. MARKETING:

Director of Marketing, Wally Williams stated that he has been working on finishing up the spring
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newsletter, which will be out the first part of June.
Williams added that he has been working with the Facilities team on the new Port real estate
signage for Vintners Village and the signs should be installed by the end of next week. Williams added
that he is also working to update all the address signs associated at each of the Port's facilities for easy
identification from the street for first responders.
Williams noted that he is continuing to work on the Triton Sail Park brochure, as well as a 360
virtual tour script and video with Visit Tri-Cities to support STEM tourism.
Williams stated that Prosser's Wine Country RV Park is hosting their Vintage Trailer Rally this
weekend.

6. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS:
Director of Economic Development & Governmental Affairs, Miles Thomas thanked the entire
Port team for everybody's hard work and dedication to the various projects at hand.
Thomas stated that he continues to work through the marketing pieces and it has been great to
be able to measure the digital reach of the new marketing efforts.
Thomas added that he has been inundated this week with requests to Senator Murray's office
and has also been working on the design on the scope of work for the Hanford History Project and B
Reactor Project.
Thomas added that Visit Tri-Cities has expressed a desire to be involved, possibly with a digital
kiosk, as well as assisting with tours of the sail.

7. FINANCE DIRECTOR:
Director of Finance/CPA, Danielle Connor provided an update on the refinancing and debt
initiative, stating that the final preliminary official statement is anticipated to go out today. Connor
thanked the Port team for their contributions, as well as NW Municipal and Foster Garvey for all their
work in getting the statement together, as it is a strong and comprehensive presentation of the Port and
the project that the Port believes will be well-received by the market. Connor added that the bond sale
is scheduled for next Wednesday, May 19th and call notices on the existing bonds are due in late May
with redemption for early June. Connor stated that the Port will be making the scheduled debt
payments that are due June 1st and the redemption for the remaining bond balances will immediately
follow, with the next debt payments scheduled for December, which is consistent with the existing
schedule. Connor added that the Port held the Aa3 rating with Moody's.
Connor stated that the Port continues to work with NW Municipal on the RFP for the Line of
Credit, which will hopefully be in place in late June/July.
Connor provided an update on the IAP project, stating that she continues to work on the budget
translation into lntacct and the reporting/dashboard buildout for the team and added that with other
pressing initiatives, this aspect of the project has been slightly delayed.
Connor announced that the official Yardi kickoff meeting was held yesterday, with several Port
team members in attendance. Connor added that although the official kickoff as commenced, the
heavy-lifting will not begin until early June. Connor noted that in the meantime, she will be revising the
internal time line and project plan based on the recommended approach per Yardi, as they have
recommended a phased approach. Connor added that Core Voyager, which is the lease administration
piece, will be phase one and is estimated for three months, with an approximate go-live goal of
September. Connor added that the Facility Manager will be the second phase, with an estimated 8-10
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weeks and a go-live goal of the end of October. Connor stated that GASB 87 will also be a subsequent
phase required to be ready for 2022. Calls are scheduled for next week with DSD and AcctTwo, the
lntacct consultants and developers, to continue defining their scope and involvement in the project and
in order to get an estimate in preparation to have them ready to be engaged and available as a resource
when necessary.
Connor added that Yardi is to provide templates in preparation, and she will also be providing
feedback in order to get them some information to help them understand the Port business and existing
master records/processes.
Connor provided a brief update on the 2020 financial statements, noting that Teresa Hanford and one of
her associates was onsite the last week of April and will continue to come onsite over the next few
weeks to assist with the 2020 financial statements. Connor added that the team continues to make
good progress on 2020 year end; the financial statement notes and disclosures are in process and being
reviewed and updated. Connor stated that Fixed Assets is a large project and is currently in-progress
with Senior Accountant Veronica Serna heading it. Connor thanked Veronica for all her help and extra
time with the year-end reconciliations and added that the SAO deadline is May 30th , but she is aiming to
file by the end of next week.
Connor provided an update on the Port's current financial status, stating that general
expenditures for April were approximately $482k, which is in line with what was forecasted. Connor
added that projects continue to be somewhat quiet, but there was some AIP 31 activity as well as the
purchase of Director of Airports, Joe Walker's truck in April. Connor noted that project expenditures are
forecasted to start to get heavy in June into the fall as projects get started in the next few months.
Connor added that she is working to get the line of credit and funding ready for the heavy project
season.
Connor stated that the Port's unreconciled cash balance at the end of April, including reserved cash, was
$4.6M, which is in line with the updated forecast. Connor announced that in April, the Port received the
$1M in proceeds from the Brendle sale, as well as approximately $1.lM in first half property taxes.
Connor stated that tenant A/R is currently sitting at $373k outstanding, with about 39%, or
$144k aged greater than 90 days. Connor clarified that about 25% of the past due amount is a reflection
of the contract transition from MSA to HMIS and Teresa Hancock and Veronica Serna continue to work
together on the collections. Connor thanked both for their continued A/R efforts and reminded the
Commission that monthly statements will continue to be sent out. Connor added that there is still
approximately $31k from the City of Richland outstanding for the Duportail rail crossing.
8. PORT ATTORNEY:

Port Attorney, David Billetdeaux stated that there has been a recent uptick on phishing and
fraudulent email attempts. Billetdeaux added that the Commissioners handled the recent attempts
correctly by contacting Port staff immediately with their concerns. Billetdeaux added that access to
cyber-security training is available, which will feature a section on how to spot fraudulent emails.
Billetdeaux stated that all staff should have received an email from Enduris inviting them to view
assigned trainings.
Billetdeaux added that the Commissioners received an email from WPPA regarding the required
Commissioner training that is being offered at the upcoming WPPA Spring Meeting. Billetdeaux
encouraged the Commission to attend these Zoom trainings.
Billetdeaux stated that he has been spending a lot of time handling the recent public records
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requests, many of which are broad requests regarding Crow Butte Park.

9. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Executive Director, Diahann Howard stated that she recently participated in the ECA and AAAE
conferences, as well as the Prosser Community Assessment, PEDA Annual Meeting and DOE EMAB
briefing from Ike White.
Howard stated that the TIF was signed and thanked the Coalition and WEDA for their work.
Howard stated that the Council of Governments performed a virtual SWOT analysis for the community
and region.
Howard added that the Hanford Communities group recently held a good meeting and has
launched their new website and social media presence.
Howard stated that she met with WSU-TC on an Economic Impact Analysis and will be meeting
with industry as related to MCEI and noted that there is opportunity related to the co-chair committee
she sits on for this group. Howard added that Tridec will be hosting a NuScale Virtual Supplier event
next month and Howard looks forward to putting forth Port companies at this event.
Howard stated that she has continued one-on-one meetings with Ron and the Facilities team
and thanked the entire team for their cooperation.

I. EXECUTIVE SESSION: The regular Commission Meeting was recessed at 10:50 a.m. and an Executive
Session was convened at 10:55 a.m. to discuss real estate matters and ongoing litigation. It was
announced that Executive Session would take 15 minutes and if any action was required, the Regular
Commission Meeting will reconvene and bring forward the item at that time.

J. ADJOURNMENT: With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:15 a.m.

~

Commission Secretary
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